
 From- (Tilaye) 

Call it a Parody or Satire –my attempt or cynical 

observation to expose the folly and lampoon the 

DEPARTED “DEAR” LEADER. 

              *****************************  

                             TOP SECRET 

    Meles on Meles & my vision!!! 

                (Posthumously to be read at the coronation of 

my Legacy) 

First of all, it is now confirmed what heretofore the 

domain of divinity, could be exercised by mortal souls. 

The VISION I, Meles, aka Legesse, have tirelessly and 

selfishly in all my adult earthly, breathing life invested to 

achieve immortality shall be my WILL as thereafter be 

affirmed as the Meles incarnate-MY LEGACY(VISION)- 

that shepherds as the guiding light of  this dominion of 

my sheepdom. 

My soul-incarnate the first lady of the loyal lambs in our 

dominion, aided and abetted by the loyal decree of my 



vision and as CEO of my endowment and vast fortunes 

that was gifted for my selfish and tireless task with  

Unfettered aggrandizement of the national resources 

and treasure including and not limited to foreign and 

domestic products. She must be the undisputable and 

unmolested interpreter, executer and guardian of my 

Legacy. She is also the supreme of all superiors whose 

job it is to confirm and obey her with unconditional 

loyalty. 

 As I have all my mortal life before achieving the nirvana 

of immortality, fought and struggled ruthlessly to devour 

and destroy the evil-doers particularly the vanguard evil-

incarnate, the great Satan, humanly known as an Amara 

tribe and its invented dominion of 100 yrs old so called 

Ethiopia, has been and continue to be MY LEGACY 

divined as my scripture.  My mortality as well as 

immortality is packaged from this singular raw material, 

its essence, the building block from the vastness of space 

and time - the Alfa-Omega of Meles on Meles vision. 

NOTHING LESS NOTHING MORE!!! 

Loyal Lambs and my heir apparent to be, hear ye, hear ye 

for your ears are plastered to hear!!! 



Do not weep for me, weep  for your weakness and 

spinelessness for my wrath is unmerciful and commands 

complete ritual of daily mentioning of my vision in every 

walks of your wretched and tempestuous  earthly life; 

whatever  time  you have left in my vision log book I left 

behind. As a matter of fact, it is in the sole possession of 

me which I communicate via the power of my visionary 

presence by overcoming and lording over the mortal, 

popularly known as human intelligence you think you 

posses. As I am superbly confident of your lamb-like 

loyalty, for I have known and made sure you stay a loyal 

lamb for your own good, your mortal behavior may 

tempt you in attempting to do some adventurous 

immortal action that can help the evil incarnate 

otherwise known as Ethiopiawinet, a blasphemy that 

refutes my vision as an illusion even worse a treasonous 

exercise of absolute power. This dangerous temptation, 

which my predecessors failed miserably to grasp, shall 

and must be squashed not only from growing but cleanse 

out its progenitors and what remains of it. 

Hear ye, hear ye!!! 



I say to you, my loyal lambs, my edict that now you have 

the most and unprecedented privilege to read are 

forever under oath of the code of silence only to follow 

unquestioningly with all your mortal fibers surrendering 

and sacrificing the lingering doubt to the spirit and vision 

of the mortal Meles by which to immortalize Meles is the 

reason and very existence of your mortality. Only hence 

that your loyalty is measured and tested and your 

existence is dependent upon!! ! So HELP YOU THEE!!THE 

LEGACY!!  FOR ONLY VIA THIS LEGCY –THE MELES VISION 

ALONE YOU DELVRANCE CAN BE MAINTAINED AND 

SECURED IN THE MELES FOUNDATION . 

Blessed are the martyrs, the thousands and millions, Oh! 

The Golden tribes that chose me as their true incarnate, 

to divine their sacrifice in thy name to be endowed “The 

Great leader Meles foundation” to sing, dance, celebrate, 

and collect funds and most of all immortalize thee in 

every facet of civic life even in jail that shall unburden 

the hate they forever harbor that put them in prison in 

the first place. Blessed are those wretched of the earth, 

the mere mention of my vision and my name heals their 

wounds by which my praetorian guards inflicted upon 



and are blamed for and help  feed the hungry mouth this 

lumpens are accustomed to. 

My Golden loyalists, 

It is only Meles that can do Meles. Beware of those 

imposters that can talk the talk but cannot walk the 

walk!!! How do we know the true believers and the 

unbelievers you may ask? Our GIMGEMA is the RITUAL 

the Meles HOLY WATER that cleanses the evil thought of 

righteous indignation. This my fellow believers and 

followers of Meles vision is your DAILY MANTRA-

Equivalent of your little prayer book-THE LEGACY—SOON 

TO BE IMMORTALZED BY OUR FOUNDATION DEDICATED 

FOR YOU IN MY NAME!!! 

Last but not least, driving a car is the most over rated 

task I discovered in my research. You can be a visionary 

without having the driving license, believe you me!! Ask 

her, she will confirm!!                                                  

Yours truly 

M&M 

 


